Abstract. Semi-supervised learning reduces the cost of labeling the training data of a supervised learning algorithm through using unlabeled data together with labeled data to improve the performance. Co-Training is a popular semi-supervised learning algorithm, that requires multiple redundant and independent sets of features (views). In many real-world application domains, this requirement can not be satisfied. In this paper, a single-view variant of Co-Training, CoBC (Co-Training by Committee), is proposed, which requires an ensemble of diverse classifiers instead of the redundant and independent views. Then we introduce two new learning algorithms, QBC-then-CoBC and QBC-with-CoBC, which combines the merits of committee-based semi-supervised learning and committeebased active learning. An empirical study on handwritten digit recognition is conducted where the random subspace method (RSM) is used to create ensembles of diverse C4.5 decision trees. Experiments show that these two combinations outperform the other non committee-based ones.
Introduction
Supervised learning algorithms require a large amount of labeled data in order to achieve high accuracy. However, labeling data is often tedious, time consuming and expensive, as it requires the efforts of experienced human annotators such as biologists, radiologists or physicians. In many real-world data mining applications, there is often an extremely large pool of data available. Semi-supervised learning (SSL) and active learning (AL) both attempt to exploit the unlabeled data to improve the recognition performance of supervised learning algorithms and to minimize the cost of data labeling.
Self-Training (ST) [1] is a single-view SSL algorithm, in which a single classifier is initially trained using a small amount of labeled data. Then it iteratively classifies the unlabeled examples, rank the examples by confidence in their prediction and adds permenantly the most confident examples with their predicted labels into the training set. Then, the underlying classifier is retrained with the augmented training set. A corresponding active learning algorithm is Uncertainty Sampling (U S), in which the least confident examples are selected to be classified by a human expert before they are added into the training set.
To select new training examples for each ensemble member h i (i = 1, . . . ,N ) from a given unlabeled data set U , a new ensemble H i , called the concomitant ensemble of h i , is defined that contains all the other classifiers except h i . At each iteration t and for each ensemble member h i , first the error rateˆ i,t of H i is estimated. Ifˆ i,t is greater thanˆ i,t−1 ( condition) , the i th random tree will be re-trained using the original labeled data set L and L i,t . The algorithm will stop if there is not a classifier h i where the three conditions are fulfilled. We have two concerns: First, the error rateˆ i,t is estimated accurately only at the first iteration as it depends on the out-of-bag error estimation, afterward the estimation tends to be an under-estimate as it depends on the training set. Therefore, Co-Forest will stop when the training error of a classifier reaches zero, for instance this is true for the Nearest Neighbor classifier. Second, setting the value of θ is not straightforward especially for multi-class problems where the confidence of the concomitant ensemble H i is distributed among many classes. If θ is high, the 2 nd condition will not be fulfilled and the algorithm will stop. If θ is low, the size of L i,t might be large and even equal to U i,t which increases the risk that h i will receive a lot of mislabeled examples.
Combining Active Learning and Semi-supervised Learning
In [5] , two ways to combine QBC and semi-supervised EM are introduced and applied for text classification. The results have shown that combining QBC and semi-supervised EM outperform both of them. In [6] , Co-Testing and Co-EM are combined, called Co-EMT, to produce an active multi-view semi-supervised algorithm. The experimental results on web page classification show that Co-EMT outperforms other non-active multi-view algorithms (Co-Training and Co-EM) without using more labeled data and that it is more robust to the violation of the requirements of two independent and redundant views. In [7] , the experiments show that a combination of Co-Testing and Co-Training like schemes, called SSAIR, can exploit the unlabeled images to improve the performance of content-based image retrieval.
Co-Training by Committee
CoBC works as follows (see Algorithm 1): initially a committee of N diverse accurate classifiers H (0) is constructed with EnsembleLearn and BaseLearn using L. Then the following steps are repeated until a maximum number of iterations T is reached or U becomes empty. For each iteration t and for each classifier i, a set U i,t of u examples drawn randomly from U without replacement. It is computationally more efficient to use U i,t instead of using the whole set U . Construct an initial committee,
if U is empty then T ← t-1 and abort loop end if 9:
for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} do 10:
end for 14: if L t is empty then T ← t-1 and abort loop end if { Re-train the N classifiers using their augmented training sets} 15:
The method SelectCompetentExamples is applied to estimate the competence of each unlabeled example in U i,t given the companion committee
. A set π i,t is created that contains the n c most competent examples assigned to class ω c . Then π i,t is removed from U i,t and inserted into the set L t that contains all the examples labeled at iteration t. The remaining examples in U i,t are returned to U . We have two options: (1) if the underlying ensemble learner depends on training set perturbation to promote diversity, then insert π i,t only into L i . (2) otherwise, insert π i,t into the training sets of all classifiers as shown in step 15. Then, the N classifiers are retrained using their updated training set L i .
Confidence Estimation Using Local Competence
An important factor that affects the performance of any Co-Training style algorithm is how to measure its confidence about the labeling of an example which determines its probability of being selected. An inaccurate confidence measure can lead to adding mislabeled examples to the training set which leads to performance degradation during the SSL process.
Algorithm 2. The pseudo code of SelectCompetentExamples method
Require: pool of unlabeled examples (U i,t ), the companion committee of classifier h
), number of nearest neighbors k and growth rate ({nc}
Get the class label assigned to xu by committee
Get the neighborhood of xu,
Calculate the local competence, Comp(xu, H A labeling confidence can be assigned to each unlabeled example using its class probability estimate (CPE) provided by companion committee.
Conf idence(x
Unfortunately, in many cases the classifier does not provide an accurate CPE. For instance, a decision tree provides piecewise constant probability estimates. That is, all unlabeled examples x u which lie into a particular leaf, will have the same CPEs because the exact value of x u is not used in determining its CPE. To measure confidence (see Algorithm 2), we estimate the companion committee accuracy in the neighborhood of an unlabeled example x u , that is defined with respect to the initially labeled training set. The neighborhood could also be determined using a separate validation set, but it may be impractical to spend a part from the small-sized labeled data for validation. To avoid the inaccurate estimation of local accuracy that may result due to overfitting problem, the newly-labeled training examples π i,t will not be involved in the estimation. The local competency of an unlabeled example x u given H (t−1) i is defined as follows:
where ω pred is the class label assigned to x u by H
and is a constant added to avoid zero denominator.
Combining QBC and CoBC

QBC Then CoBC
The most straightforward method of combining QBC and CoBC is to run CoBC after QBC. The objective is that active learning can help CoBC through providing it with a better starting point instead of randomly selecting examples to label for the starting point. QBC selects the training examples that CoBC cannot reliably label on its own. Hence, we expect that QBC-then-CoBC will outperform both stand-alone QBC and stand-alone CoBC. In addition, we expect that QBC-then-CoBC will outperform other possible combinations of non committee-based active learning and semi-supervised learning algorithms.
QBC with CoBC
A more interesting approach is to interleave CoBC with QBC, so that CoBC not only runs on the results of active learning, but CoBC also helps active learning. To do this, at each QBC round, we run CoBC for a predefined number of iterations (T CoBC ). The objective is improve the performance of the committee members through updating them with the most competent examples selected by CoBC. With more accurate committee members, QBC should select more informative examples to label. Hence, we expect that QBC-with-CoBC will outperform both stand-alone QBC and stand-alone CoBC. In addition, we expect that QBC-with-CoBC will outperform QBC-then-CoBC. The reason is that in QBC-then-CoBC, QBC does not benefit from CoBC. On the other hand, in QBC-with-CoBC, both algorithms are benefiting from each other.
Experimental Evaluation
The experiments are conducted on four feature sets describing handwritten digits and publicly available at UCI Repository [10] . The digits were extracted from a collection of Dutch utility maps. A total 2,000 patterns (200 patterns per class) have been digitized in binary images (see Table 1 and Figure 1 ).
Methodology
In all experiments, the pruned C4.5 decision tree with Laplace Correction (J48) was used as the base learning algorithm and the RSM [11] was used to construct Table 1 . Description of the four sets of features used for handwritten digits recognition Name Description mfeat-pix 240 pixel averages in 2 x 3 windows mfeat-kar 64 Karhunen-Love coefficients mfeat-fac 216 profile correlations mfeat-fou 76 Fourier coefficients of the character shapes Fig. 1 . Sample of the handwritten digits decision forests of size ten (N = 10) where each tree uses only half of the available features that were randomly selected. For classification, average is employed to combine the decisions of the individual trees. All algorithms are implemented using WEKA library [12] . All the features are normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. For each experiment, 4 runs of 10-fold cross-validation have been performed. That is, for each data set, 10% (200 patterns) are used as test set, while the remaining 90% (1800 patterns) are used as training examples. For comparsion, paired t-test with 0.05 significance level is used as significance test where significance is marked with bullet(
• ). For SSL algorithms, 10% of the training examples (180 patterns) are randomly selected as the initial labeled data set L while the remaining 90% are used as unlabeled data set U . The number of iterations T is chosen such that the algorithm stops when the number of labeled examples in L reaches 60% (1080 patterns). For AL algorithms, only 5% of the training examples (|L| = 90 patterns) are randomly selected as L and the algorithms stops when the number of labeled examples in L reaches 10% (|L| = 180 patterns). We set the pool size u to 100, the sample size n to one and the number of nearest neighbors used to estimate local competence k is 10.
Results
Comparison between forests and trees. The RSM forests significantly outperform the single C4.5 decision trees for all datasets using 5%, 10% and 100% of training data set (see Table 2 (a)). These results are considered as a basic requirement to continue our experiments.
Comparison between CoBC and Self-Training. For fair comparison, both algorithms are given the same L and U and allowed to label the same amount of unlabeled data. That is, both are initialized with 10% of the training data that are randomly selected and work until the size of L reaches 60% of the training data (|L| = 1080 patterns) which implies 90 iterations for Self-Training and only 9 iterations for CoBC. Table 2 (b) presents the average error at iteration 0 (initial) trained on the initially labeled data set L, after the final SSL iteration of exploiting the unlabeled data set U (final) and the relative improvement percentage (improv = initial −final initial × 100). The final test error of CoBC is significantly better than its initial error on all the data sets except for mfear-fac where the difference is not significant. In addition, the final test error after CoBC is significantly better than the final error after Self-Training on all the data sets.
Comparison between CPE and local competence confidence measures. Table 2 (b) and 2(c) show that the average error of random-then-ST and randomthen-CoBC using CPE increases by 0.23% and 6.84% respectively, while it decreases by 11.86% and 17.88% using local competence estimates. This emphasizes that inaccurate confidence measure leads to performance degradation.
Comparison between CoBC and Co-Forest. For fair comparison with CoBC, Co-Forest will be applied using the random subspace method and C4.5 decision trees as CoBC. However, the initial test error of Co-Forest is different from the initial error of CoBC because the Co-Forest's initial C4.5 decision trees are not only trained using different random feature subsets but also trained using different bootstrap samples from L and majority voting is employed to produce the final decision of a forest. From Table 2 (c), one can see that Co-Forest failed to improve the classification accuracy using unlabeled data. We can attribute the poor performance of Co-Forest to the irrelevant setting of θ (we get similar results for θ = 0.75 and 0.6 ).
Comparison between QBC and Uncertainty Sampling. For fair comparison, both algorithms are given the same L and U and allowed to label the same amount of unlabeled data. That is, both are initialized with 5% of the training data (|L| = 90 patterns) that are randomly selected and work until the size of L reaches 10% of the training data (|L| = 180 patterns) which implies 9 iterations for both. Table 3 (a) indicates that the final test error after QBC is significantly better than the final error after US on all the data sets.
QBC-then-CoBC and QBC-with-CoBC. stand-alone QBC on all the data sets except for mfeat-fac where the improvement is not significant. In addition, QBC-then-CoBC insignificantly outperforms random-then-CoBC for all data sets while QBC-with-CoBC significantly outperforms random-then-CoBC for two data sets mfeat-pix and mfeat-fac. QBC-withCoBC performs better than QBC-then-CoBC on all data sets but the improvement is significant only for mfeat-pix data set. For comparison, we implemented three alternative combinations of active and semi-supervised learning algorithms: US-then-ST, US-then-CoBC and QBC-then-ST. If we sort all the algorithms based on average of the final test error for all data sets, we get (1) QBC-with-CoBC (14.26%), (2) QBC-then-CoBC (15.70%), (3) US-then-CoBC (16.39%), (4) random-then-CoBC (17.04%), (5) QBC-then-ST (24.83%), (6) US-then-ST (25.43%) and (7) random-then-ST (26.84%). This shows that combining committe-based active learning with committee-based SSL algorithm is superior to combining the non-committee ones.
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced a single-view committee-based Co-Training style algorithm for semi-supervised learning, CoBC, for applications in which the data is not represented by multiple redundant and independent views. In addition, we proposed two new algorithms, QBC-then-CoBC and QBC-with-CoBC, that combine the merits of CoBC and QBC. Experiments were conducted on four data sets for handwritten digits recognition, where the random subspace method and C4.5 decision tree are used as ensemble learner and base learner, respectively. The experiments on handwritten digits recognition show that CoBC exploits the unlabel data to improve the recognition accuracy. This improvement can be attribute to the local competence based confidence estimate that compensate the inaccurate class probability estimates of decision trees. In addition, both QBC-with-CoBC and QBC-then-CoBC outperform QBC and CoBC.
